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Abstract

The on-line models for Relativistic Ion Collider
(RHIC)and the RHIC pre-injectors (the AGSand the AGS
Booster) can be thought of as containing our best collec
tive knowledge of these accelerators. As we improve these
on-line models we are building the framework to have a
sophisticated model-basedcontrols system. Currently the
RHIC on-line model is an integralpart of the controls sys
tem, providing the interface for tune control, chromatic
ity control, and non-linear chromaticity control. What we
discuss in this paper is our vision of the future of the
on-line model environment for RHIC and the RHIC pre
injectors. Althoughtheseon-linemodelsareprimarilyused
as Courant-Snyder parameter calculators using live ma
chine settings, we envision expanding these environments
to encompassmany other problemdomains.

INTRODUCTION

The Colbder Accelerator Department (C-AD) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) operates a series
of accelerators that serve the purpose of providing beams
to the RHIC experiments. These accelerators include the
AGS, which first operated with beams in 1960and the two
RHIC rings. that began beam operationsin 2000.

RHIC consists of two super-conducting accelerators. 2.4
miles in circumference. with counter-rotating beams. It has
six interactionregionswhere the two beamscan be put into
collisions with zero crossing angle. We currently operate
with collisionsin two of these regions. RHIC can be oper
ated in manydifferentmodesand with many differenttypes
of beams [11. For example, RHIC is able to run with two
different ion beams in the two rings simultaneously (e.g.•
gold and deuteron beams in collision) [2]. RHIC can ac
celerate gold ions up to 100 Gev/nuclecn and polarized
proton beams up to 250 GeVic (for more on RHIC perfor
mance see [3.4]).

To deliver polarizedprotons to RHIe. the beam acceler
ates as H- ions through the 200 MeV UNAC is stripped
to H+ and brought up to 2.16 GeV/c in the Booster syn
chrotron. The beam is then transferred into the AGS and
accelerates to 23.8 GeVk: Finally the beam is transferred
to the two RIfle rings. ending withpolarized protons up to
250 GeV. For ion operations the process starts at the Tan
dem Van de Graff. A gold beam. for example. is stripped
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of some of the outer shell electrons at the Tandem and is
....~~n ,.h a lone line to the Booster. From

the Booster the gold i~ms are transferred to the AGS and
stripped to Aurr T in the transfer line. The tina! two elec
trons are strippedoff in the AGSto RHIC transfer line.

ACCELERATOR CONTROLS SYSTEM

We have two ways to accelerator controls inter-
faces. One can take an engineering view in which we think
in terms of power supply configurations and in physical
units of current and voltage. This paradigm had worked
well for decades. before large scale computing was able
to take over the more computationally involved process
of working in terms of beam parameters. such as beta
tron tune, chromaticity. and other Courant-Snyderparame
ters [5].

What is importantis that we developcontrols that allow
the best mappingbetweenhow we think of the accelerator
and how we control it. This also allows more of the in
formation that describes the various subsystems to be cap
tured into the controls system."). For example, if you have
a transport model of a beam line in the controls, the sys
tem will contain not only the transfer functions for control
units (e.g., some0 to 10 volt reference to a power supply,
derived from a 16 bit digital to analog conversion module)
but also transfer functions from current to field. gradient.
and even normalizedstrengths. This then captures not only
the power supplyinformation,butalso the magnetinforma
tion. The controls system now begins to hold the best col
lectiveknowledge of the accelerators. It could evencontain
the best collectiveknowledgeof the beam dynamics.

The controls systems at C-AD span multiple genera
tions of technologies. The controls for RHIC represent
the largest systems, in terms of total number of control
points (over 220.000 settings and over 160.000 measure
ments) [6]. From the point of view of the online models.
there are then multipleinterfacesthat need to be definedto
collect live parametersof the accelerators.

Generally speaking. all of the controls systems are hi
erarchical with multiple physical and software layers. At
the lowest level we speak of a front end computer (FEe)
that directly interfacesto somepiece of hardware(a power
supply or an instrumentation module). The front end sys
terns interface to the console layers of the system through
high speedEthernetemployingfiber-optic networkconnec
tions. In this respect one can think of the controls system
as a widely distributed computer system where computa
tional work is performed in parallel. This is somewhat



naive, since each FEe performs a very specific task (they
cannot sharethe workof some other FEe). Our reason for
makingthis analogy is to highlight two things. First is the
conceptof distributing the accelerator state for the controls
to the lowest levels of the hierarchy. The other is to al
low us to make the point that this form of a controls sys
tem implements an engineering paradigmof controls, The
work is distributed according to the power supplyconfigu
rationstwhichoften don't parallel magnet configurations),
not to the So the work
that the onlinemodel cannotbe distributed down
to the lowest level of the controls hierarchy, but must re
main at a higherabstraction in the softwarelayers,

HO'V MODELS FIT IN

The software of thecontrolscan bedividedupinto
three parts. There is the sottware on the then there
is the ntiddleware manager(server) layer,and finally there
is the console layer. The online models reside in the mid
dleware manager layer. that being the lowest level of the
softwarehierarchy that can performthat work. Each man
ager acts as a domain-specific arbiter between the console
applications and the FEC~s, Multiplehardware systems can
be employedto distribute managers, but a single manager,
unless it threads itself off into multiple instances. remains
fixed on a singlecomputerserveras a singleprocess.

Thebasicdesignof the RHIConlinemodel serverallows
for multipleinstancesusing differentcomputationalmodel
engines [7]. The main computational engine usedis an in
house system we call Opticalc. The communication inter
face for the onlinemodeluses CDEV 18]. The main client
interfaces thatconnectthe online model to the controlssys
tem are the Rampidanager serverand Rampliditor console
application [9]. Through this system. we achieve control
of the acceleratorin units of betatron tune and chromatic
ity. The division of work,betweenthe onlinemodel server.
the RanrpManager. and the FEe's permits each to focus
on a specific function. The model server works purely in
normalizedstrengths.with the Rampbdanager handlingthe
managementof transferfunctions, along with the Wavlifor
mGenerator managerthat builds the actual references that
are sent to the FEe and eventually into the variouspower
supplies. In this system the RampManager acts as the cen
tr81 authority, managing the interfaces between the hard
were, the model.and theoperator.

The AGSlBooster online model system is not yet an in
tegral component of the controls system. It acts more as
an advisor, providing basicallywhat is a fast offline inter
face to the operator, The basic design follows very closely
the design of the RHIC online model system [10. 1 ex
cept madx [21] is used as the computational engine. The
communication interface uses CDEV. and the design al
lows for multiple instances different computational
model engines, The main client is the AGSModelViewer,
which obtains controls data (e.g., the tune control func
tions, the main magnet ramp. and the RF functions) as

well as data loggedfrom instrumentation (Le.• to compare
tune and chromaticity measurements with the model). The
AGSModelViewer also works with a longitudinal model of
the accelerators. encapsulated in a library interface.and so
presents to the operator both longitudinal and transverse
beamparameters,

The kind of online model system we are working to
wards 1S a manager, advisor cooperative. in which the
RalupManager is the centralauthorityand the modelserver
acts as an advisor to all other applications. This is shown
in figure 10 The RHJC is very close to this kind of
system. lacking only a model viewer that is as extensive
as the AGS/Booster system, The model viewer. whenbunt
to encapsulate not just the simple linear but to al-
low to other models and measurements, grows
in to a controls viewer. That is. the concep-
tual viewof the accelerator and the mappingto the controls
beginto converge wherethe Rampiidisor is the controls in
terfaceand the model viewer is the visualizationinterface.
Figure 2 shows a snapshotof the AGSModelViewer appli
cation interface.

Figure 1: The manager, advisor online model cooperative
in the controls system.

OFFLINE SIMULATION ACTIVITIES

Offline simulation activities tend to he focused on un
derstanding phenomenathat limit beam performance. This
can includerelativelysimplesimulations, suchas matching
at injection, to highly specializedsimulations, such as pre
dicting the performanceof transverse stochastic cooling in
RHIC. It is interestingto reviewthe current set of activities
and consider what offline work could prove useful as ei
ther online simulations that become part of the controlsor
as activitiesthat can be improved by linking to the online
system.

In the Booster and the AGS a significant amount of the
offline simulationactivities are associatedwith improving
the performance of polarized protons operations. To pre
serve polarization in the AGS the vertical betatron tune
needs to be kept very near the integer [12]. A significant
amount of work goes into comparing beam based mea
surements to predictions. including momentum offset and
other effects. This work will eventually lead to precise



Figure 2: ltGSlvlodelWewirr showing polarized proton lat
ticeat aredistorted by thepresence

snakes in the latnce.

tune control in the AGS. through the online model inter
face. Anotheractivity is learninghowto matchthe Booster
to AGS transfer line optics to the AGS lattice distorted by
the partial snakes 1.13]. The main area of activity here is
in trying to understand howto model the snakes and bring
that model into the online model [14]. Keepingtransverse
emittance as small as possible is important for polariza
tion preservation. simulations of emittance growth on tile
injection foil during Booster injection are another area of
activity U5], Having these simulationsonline could bene
fit machineperformance,especiallysince the dynamicsare
complicatedenough to not be entirely intuitive.

Other areas of offline work include space charge calcu
lations at AGS injection, spin tracking, and understanding
horizontal resonances. A new project in the AGS is the
horizontal tune jump system. Two fast quadrupoles were
added to the AGSlattice n6]. They will be programmedto
perform tune jumps across 82 horizontal spin resonances.
Including this system into the online model has already
proved desirable. where some pieces of the online system
were used to providepredictions.

In RHIC. the focus of offlinesimulationsis on polarized
proton performanceand ions operation performance.

Even though RHIC has fun snakes (each ring has two
180 degree snakes), there are still spin resonances that can
causepolarization loss. Areas of study related to spin in
dude spin trackingand polarizationpreservationabove 100
GeV. where there are strong resonances [I 7]. There can
also bepolarizationlosses during stores. Polarized protons
are also susceptible to beam-beam interactions[18].

For ions operations, the dominant intensity limitation is
instabilities that occur after the gamma transition jump.
Various areas of exploration are being pursued, including
electroncloudeffects and nonlinear chromaticity. During
store intrabeamscattering(IBS)limits luminosity. New lat-

tices havebeen developed to suppress IBS [19]. The devel
opment of a new lattice is an offline activity. This is be
cause great care must be taken to build functions that are
realistic for the power suppliesto follow.

Other areas of offlineactivityinclude orbit feedback. or
bit response matrix measurements (ORM) [201. and injec-
tion steering and matching. This last is actually a

online activity, but developing matches be-
tween the AGSto RHIC transfer line and the Rille lattice
remains an amine Signiflcant work also goes into
offline of collimation.

Finally a significant amount of effort goes into simula
tion of individual elements or systems. These include im
proving our understanding of the RHIC injection kickers
and for the development of a superconducting 56 MHz RF
cavity.

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

An online software systems are version controlled and
under a backup system.

The lattice descriptions are managedoutside of the main
controls infrastructure, although they are under some form
of version control. All lattices are under a backup system.
The lattices used in the online models are providedby the
responsible physicist for the given system. For these lat
tices the plan is to encapsulatethem into a true versioncon
trolled system. The responsiblephysicistswill then employ
this system to make changes.

There are a number of tools, either obtained from other
acceleratorlaboratories.or built in-house.that are not man
aged within the maincontrols infrastructure. Someof these
tools are used by the online system. such as madx, and
others could be useful for the online systems, such as cer
tain in-house built spin tracking modules, This software
should. but may not, be under source control and backups.
Since some of this softwareresides on individuals comput
ers. Documentation of tins software is usually minimal and
mechanisms for bug tracking and reporting are not imple
mented.

A particularproblemweare focusingon is the linkingof
the online modelsto offlineanalysis. One exampleof this is
the ORM analysis. In this case clearlythe onlineandoffline
descriptions of the accelerator need to be identical. But
there is no mechanism, besides individual initiative, that
ensures they are identical. So we are moving to systems
where everyone uses the same lattice descriptions. there is
a responsible contact for each lattice and lattice tool, and
there is user guide documentation.

We have formed an online modelworkinggroupto work
through these infrastructure improvements. consisting of
members of the physics group, controlsgroup, and opera
tions. A significantamountof the work is currentlyfocused
on model development and verification for theonline mod
els, But the infrastructure is being built to permit offline
and online simulations to use the same descriptionsof the
accelerators and beam lines.



MOVING OFFlJNE WORK O~'LINE

We often discuss the process of moving offline work to
online [22]. Some offline work needs only better access
to rea! time machine parameters. Some is associated with
beam experiments and is useful those period').
What is important, from our perspective, is that there is a
need for mechanisms that allow faster offline work to he
done using real time machineparameters.

Members of the physics group do most of the offline
work. Since have a diverse set of tools employ
for simulations, we focus on a framework with
which they can easily access the information they need to
perform offline studies. This can satisfy the difficulty of

real time parameters to offline work, but it doesn't
the offline work into the online infrastructure. For

this we need to define what is neededin Hie online
environment This is a continual process, since as models
become more sophisticated and realistic, we can seriously
consider bringing them into the online system. We also
need to consider that much of the offline work is compu
tationally demanding. Bringing it online may mean pur
chasing better servers or bringing cluster computing into
the controlssystem.

Finally,but most importantly, bringing offline work into
the online environment necessarily brings it to a larger au
dience. This provides the ability to use these offline tools
in the online system as teaching aides.

LONG TERM PLANS

Our goal is to support a model based accelerator con
trols systemandto provide an acceleratorphysicsbased ap
proach to acceleratoroperations. Weintend to provide sup
port to acceleratorphysicists and operators assisting physi
cists. To do these things we need to have well understood
models of the acceleratorsand transfer lines that have been
tested against beam based experiments. At C-AD there is a
strong collaborationamoung physics, operations, and con
trols. We intend to build on this collaboration to achieve
our goals.

We are actively investigating improved simulation en
gines for the online models, investigating ways to make
madx faster and learning about other systems such as
pte [23J. We are also looking into ways of standardiz
ing and improving the data formats with tools such as
SXFIADXF[24] and HDF [25].
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